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1. EBSIS Summer School 2016 proceedings
In the following we annex the electronic proceedings of the 2016th edition of the EBSIS Summer School.
The event organized as part of Task T3.1 was described in deliverable D3.1.
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Foreword
The

EBSIS Summer School on Distributed Event Based Sys-

tems and Related Topics 2016

organized as part of the

(July 1115, Sinaia, Romania) was

EBSIS Horizon 2020 Twinning project

by

Alexandru Ioan Cuza University of Iasi (UAIC, Romania), University
of Neuchatel (UniNE, Switzerland) and Technical University of Dresden
(TUD, Germany).
The summer school aimed to introduce the participants to a wide range
of topics related to

security, scalability

and

dependability

of the

event

based systems.

This volume consists of a number of 16 extended abstracts provided by
the PhD students participating to the summer school. Each scientic
contribution summarizes a representative subject of their work.

Editors
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Declarative and Interoperable Overlay Networks,
Applications to Systems of Systems
Raziel CARVAJAL GÓMEZ
Université de Neuchâtel
Email: raziel.carvajal@unine.ch
Keywords: dynamic adaptation, distributed systems, middleware

1

Context

Cutting-edge technologies have adopted the use of decentralised algorithms
in large scale networks to cope with data dissemination, tolerance to failures
and data replication. For instance, data centres orchestrate every node
they own to offer the illusion of having just one super server behind their
services, just as it is the case of SymForm a distributed file system. Online
applications then take advantage of composing systems to increase the quality
of service they provide, besides, the conception of systems as a part of a
complex service is still vague.

2

General Research Objectives

This PhD program is mainly focused on the dynamic composition of distributed systems. Firstly, systems are seen as blocks of a holonic model [1],
where each block is seen as an element (part of the service offered to the
end user) and as the whole service itself (system of systems). Secondly and
taking into consideration the design towards a holonic architecture, we are
particularly interested in finding solutions to adapt distributed algorithms
in a dynamic manner, i.e. while these algorithms are in execution.

3

Current Research

We are exploring the adaptation of distributed algorithms in the context of
broadcast protocols for Mobile Ad-hoc Networks [2]. Even if broadcasting is
a basic operation to disseminate information, care must be taken in the way
nodes forward messages in a mobile network due to the limitations regarding
the nodes’ resources. Average battery consumption per broadcast session is
just one parameter to take into consideration when different algorithms are
being compared.
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Hypothesis
We state the hypothesis that the adaptation of a group of broadcasting algorithms could reduce the average battery consumption per node in MANETs.
More specifically, we are addressing the next use case:
1. Initial conditions:
• Nodes start with full battery.
• Periodically, one node is chosen in a random way to bootstrap
one broadcasting session; this implies that more than one session
could be ongoing at time.
• Mobility of nodes is not considered at the moment.
2. Initially, nodes broadcast following the Connected Dominating Set protocol (CDS) [2]. Basically, nodes select a set of nodes called backbone;
just nodes that belong to the backbone will forward messages, other
nodes will act as receivers.
3. When the battery consumption reaches a certain threshold a probabilistic broadcast protocol will be performed [2]. In this kind of protocols,
every node forwards a message with a certain probability p.
• The value of p will not be arbitrary, nodes in the backbone will
have a lower value of p due to the constant forwards they perform
in the CDS algorithm.

Actual Progress
Nowadays, we have 4 implementations of broadcasting protocols for MANETs
in C++ to perform simulations in Omnet++. Every protocol will be
evaluated in sparse and dense network configurations.

References
[1] G. Blair, Y. Bromberg, G. Coulson, Y. Elkhatib, L. Réveillère, H. B.
Ribeiro, E. Rivière, and F. Taı̈ani. Holons: Towards a Systematic
Approach to Composing Systems of Systems. Proceedings of the 14th
International Workshop on Adaptive and Reflective Middleware, 2015.
[2] P. Ruiz and P. Bouvry. Survey on Broadcast Algorithms for Mobile Ad
Hoc Networks. ACM Computing Surveys, 48(1), 2015.
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Dolmen: Towards Building Complex Topologies
Through Assembly
Simon BOUGET
IRISA, University of Rennes 1
Email: simon.bouget@irisa.fr
Keywords: self-organization, composition, programming framework

1

Introduction

Modern distributed applications are becoming increasingly large and complex,
bringing together independently developed sub-systems (e.g. for storage,
batch processing, streaming, etc.) into large, geo-distributed and heterogeneous architectures. Combining, configuring, and deploying these architectures is a difficult task: individual services have their own requirements,
configuration spaces, etc. which must be carefully tuned to insure the overall
performance, resilience, and evolvability of the resulting system.
In order to ease this process, we argue that practitioners should be
allowed to programmatically manipulate distributed systems as first class
entities, and that the mapping of systems to individual nodes should remain
as much as possible transparent to the developers.
As a first step, we present Dolmen, an assembly-based programming
framework [1] for the implementation of complex distributed topologies,
which exploits self-organizing overlays [2] to map at runtime a complex
distributed topology high-level description onto a concrete infrastructure.

2

The Dolmen Framework

Dolmen is composed of three parts: (a) a library of basic shapes termed
components; (b) a DSL to describe a target topology; (c) a runtime to realize
the description.
Library: A set of core protocols realizing basic shapes are provided,
with additional features to define points of connection between components,
called ports, via the use of projection functions.
DSL: Using components defined in the library, a programmer can very
easily describe a large array of complex topologies as an assembly of simpler
shapes and a list of links between ports on those shapes.
Runtime: Various generic and self-organizing protocols are combined to
map the high-level description to the concrete infrastructure, maintain utility
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overlays, instantiate the shapes in the library and automatically manage
ports and links, including the presence of failures or dynamic re-configuration.

3

Evaluation

We implemented the framework described above embedded inside the Peersim
simulator [3]: a few basic shapes for the library and the generic runtime.
As for the DSL, we directly used Peersim configuration file. Then we ran
experiments to test Dolmen regarding various factors.
Applicability: Complex topologies similar to real world applications are
described in a few lines (database sharding, partially decentralized services
with super-peers, etc.). Robustness: The network converges very fast
toward the target topology, is resistant to failures and dynamical changes in
the configuration. Scalability: Costs and convergence times are logarithmic
with the number of nodes and the framework can handle a reasonably large
amount of components. Overhead: Compared to an ad-hoc approach, the
framework uses slightly more but similar amounts of bandwidth and memory.

References
[1] G. Coulson, G. Blair, P. Grace, F. Taı̈ani, A. Joolia, K. Lee, J. Ueyama,
and T. Sivaharan. A generic component model for building systems
software. ACM Transactions on Computer Systems, 26(1), 2008.
[2] M. Jelasity, A. Montresor, and O. Babaoglu. T-Man: Gossip-based fast
overlay topology construction. Computer Networks, 53(13), 2009.
[3] A. Montresor and M. Jelasity. PeerSim: A scalable P2P simulator.
Proceedings of the 9th IEEE International Conference on Peer-to-Peer
Computing, P2P, 2009.
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Analysis of Asymmetric Choice Workflow Nets
Ioana LEAHU
Universitatea Alexandru Ioan Cuza din Iaşi
Email: olgai@info.uaic.ro
Keywords: Petri nets, workflow nets, soundness, liveness

1

Motivation and Theoretical Background

Workflow nets, a specific type of Petri nets, are used to model and analyze
workflow management systems. One of the most important behavioral
correctness criteria with respect to workflows is soundness. Soundness means
that proper termination of a workflow execution is ensured and no “problem”
has occurred during the execution. The soundness property for workflow nets
has been shown to be equivalent to the boundedness and liveness properties
of Petri nets [1].
For particular classes of Petri nets the soundness property can be decided
in polynomial time. This is the case of Free Choice Workflow nets, based
on the fact that the boundedness and liveness properties can be decided
together in polynomial time [2]. Unfortunately, the structure of FC Workflow
nets is too restrictive in terms of modeling real systems [4]. So an important
question remains to be answered: which is the largest class of Petri nets
(workflow nets) for which there exist efficient algorithms to decide basic
behavioral properties such as boundedness, liveness and home marking
(soundness, respectively)?
One direction of research is to extend the class of FC nets and analyze
the before mentioned properties for the extended class. In [5], the authors
introduced Undo Free Choice Nets (UFC) and showed that the soundness
problem for 1-bounded minimal UFC Workflow nets is co-NP-complete.
A well-known extension of Free Choice Petri nets is the Asymmetric
Choice (AC) class [3]. It has been extensively studied in the literature and
this paper is focused on the analysis of its behavioral properties.

2

Soundness of AC Workflow Nets

Some of the characterization results obtained for FC Petri nets can be
extended to AC Petri nets, however, the Siphon-Trap property (also known
as the Commoner’s Property) and the Rank Theorem [3] do not hold for AC
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Petri nets. For ordinary AC Petri nets the liveness property is equivalent to
the controlled siphon property [6]. The controlled siphon property involves
the computation of minimal siphons of a Petri net, which is known to
have exponential complexity [7]. Efforts have been made in recent years to
find efficient techniques to compute all the minimal siphons, based on the
decomposition of Petri nets [8, 9].
The complexity of the soundness property for AC Workflow nets has
been studied in the last few years and important results have been obtained.
In [10] it has been proven that the soundness problem for 3-bounded acyclic
ACWF net is co-NP-complete, while in [11], the authors prove that the
soundness problem for ACWF nets is co-NP-hard.

3

Conclusions

The analysis of behavioral properties of AC Petri nets and ACWF nets has
received much attention in the last years and important results have been
obtained. However, some important questions remain open. This paper is
focused on the in-depth analysis and synthesis of theoretical results obtained
so far regarding the liveness, boundedness, home marking and soundness
properties for AC Petri nets and ACWF nets and will provide a starting
point for developing further results in this area.

References
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Planning based Web Service
Composition Experiments
Paul DIAC
Universitatea Alexandru Ioan Cuza din Iaşi
Email: paul.f.diac@gmail.com
Keywords: service composition, planning

1

Automated Web Service Composition Problem

Web Service Composition (WSC) is the task of creating new functionality
based on modular components that are previously known. One Web Service
(WS) is a pair of input and output parameters that are matched in the
simplest form by their name in the WS specification. The user requests some
new functionality by a list of known parameters and a list desired ones. One
satisfying composition is an ordered list of WSes from the repository that
can be called in order: all input parameters are either output parameters of
previously called services or known initially.
If the number of services is large with many parameters the solution
has to be found automatically. There are polynomial time algorithms for
finding the solution for the basic version of the problem. Other versions like
computing the composition with a minimum number of WSes satisfying the
request are NP-Hard.

2

Planning based Solutions

As described in [1], many of the proposed solution to the WSC problem are
using planners. Planning specification languages such as SRIPS or PDDL can
simulate the WSes as actions in the planning languages with preconditions
and effects as their input and output parameter lists, respectively. Knowing
the value of some parameter is simulated as a predicate in planning, e.g.
know(par) or have(par). Reaching the goal state would imply finding the
appropriate WSC for the instance, but not necessarily the shortest. Other
extensions of our problem can find corresponding variations in planning.

3

Competitions, Tools, and Tests

Tests from ICEBE05’s Web Services Challenge and the WSBen tool [2] were
used. The .wsdl format was converted to STRIPS and PDDL in order to
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call GraphPlan and FastForward Planner [3] respectively. No major tuning
was done to planners parameters. On both benchmarks, GraphPlan ran
faster but the composition length was slightly longer. Even if the planners
ran for several seconds at most, for instances with more than about 10
thousands WSes the planners could not start or would block. The running
times were better or at least among top performing solutions on ICEBE
back in 2005. But the most surprising fact was that the solution length
was always relatively short for both benchmarks: the longest solution was a
composition of 12 WSes for an instance with a repository of 10 thousands.
In order to create a computationally harder data-set a new test generator
was implemented. The generator algorithm was the following: first create a
pool of services with random parameters. Then create a list of randomly
chosen WSes from the pool and modify them so that they would appear
with high probability in the composition solution in this order. This can be
easily done by changing input parameters with output parameters of the
previous WSes. The first results show that the running times of the planners
would increase dramatically for the same size of input. For example, for
hundred WSes running times increased from a few seconds – at most – to
several minutes. The output solution length has increased as expected.

References
[1] G. Zou, Y. Gan, Y. Chen and B. Zhang. Dynamic Composition of
Web Services using Efficient Planners in Large-scale Service Repository.
Knowledge-Based Systems 62, 2014.
[2] S. Oha, H. Kilb, D. Leec and S. R. T. Kumaral. WSBen: A Web
Services Discovery and Composition Benchmark. IEEE International
Conference on Web Services ICWS’06, 2006.
[3] J. Hoffmann and B. Nebel. The FF Planning System: Fast Plan
Generation Through Heuristic Search. Journal of Artificial Intelligence
Research 14, 2001.
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Utilizing Hybrid Similarity Measures in Resolving
Closed-Domain Entity Ambiguity
Sohaila BASET
Université de Neuchâtel
Emails: sohaila.baset@unine.ch
Keywords: Entity Resolution, Information Retrieval, Similarity Measures, Machine Learning

1

Background and Motivation

With the loads of information flowing at an increasing pace across heterogeneous data sources, information systems nowadays are facing the problem
of entity ambiguity i.e. the lack of mechanisms to automatically resolve
multiple references to a unique entity in the target domain. Entity disambiguation is a well-known and formulated problem that has been tackled by
a long line of research across multiple disciplines including statistics [2], [5],
[6], databases [1], [3] and – more recently – data mining, machine learning,
and artificial intelligence [4].
The work presented here addresses the problem of entity ambiguity
,particularly, in the domain of authors affiliations where the task of disambiguation depends heavily on the similarity between some relatively short
strings denoting the affiliation names; therefore, this work builds on top of
the efforts spent in the field of string comparison for entity disambiguation –
mainly by [1] and [3]. In [1], Cohen et al. proposed the use of soft-TFIDF
measure for the purpose of similar string matching. This measure originates
from the information retrieval literature and suggests the use of term frequency statistics of a specific corpus in combination with a heuristic that
partially accounts for certain kinds of typographical errors. Depending on
the collection lists, this kind of hybrid approaches can outperform plain
string comparators used alone in the task of entity matching.

2

Contributions and Evaluation

In our work, we propose some modifications to the Soft-TFIDF similarity
measure by [1]. These modifications are intended to address some of the
limitations encountered by Soft-TFIDF scoring normalization and term
canonization in short strings. In addition, we propose two distinct techniques
for performance optimization. First one is directly integrated to the TFIDF
model by introducing a cutoff criteria to the scoring algorithm and the other
one is implemented in a separate component and is related to the usage
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of Named Entity Recognition (NER) as a blocking technique for searching
space reduction.
The data used to evaluate the hypothesis behind the proposed modifications in this work were extracted from the authors affiliations of published
papers indexed in PubMed Central, Scopus and Arxiv repositories. A sample
of the most recent 10 K papers was extracted and the textual attributes
denoting the authors’ affiliations were used. Results concerning the recall,
precision and F1 scores showed that the revised version improved precision
at a certain recall price and the overall F1 score was comparable to the
original soft-TFIDF score.
Measured execution times, on the other hand, demonstrated very good
outcomes of the suggested techniques for boosting the performance. While
the average performance of the original soft-TFIDF is proportional to the
number of terms in the search query, we do not see the same linear correlation
in the modified version of the measure in which the average execution time
for string comparison is subject to the TFIDF weight distribution of the
terms used. Assessing the weight distribution prior to entering each iteration
is an upfront investment that pays off in queries containing two or more
words where our version outperforms the plain soft-TFIDF.

References
[1] W. Cohen, P. Ravikumar, and S. Fienberg. A Comparison of String Metrics for Matching Names and Records. Kdd workshop on data cleaning
and object consolidation, 2003.
[2] H.B. Newcombe, J.M. Kennedy, S.J. Axford, and A.P. James. Automatic
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[3] A. Monge and C. Elkan. The Field-matching Problem: Algorithm and
Applications, Proceedings of the Second International Conference on
Knowledge Discovery and Data Mining, 1996.
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Automatic Extraction of Malware Specifications
Dumitru Bogdan PRELIPCEAN
Universitatea Alexandru Ioan Cuza din Iaşi
Email: prelipcean.db@gmail.com
Keywords: malware, specifications, learning, extraction

1

Introduction

When dealing with a large number of malicious applications, the human
driven analysis is not enough to cover all the samples and malicious content.
For this problem, automatic analysis systems and machine learning based
detection methods are used. These solutions, even though they can cover a
lot of files, have some drawbacks.
The machine learning detection methods rely mainly on non-behavioral
features of the program. The features are usually structural properties of the
executable file or compression information. The methods depend on these
extracted features, which are often observed in malicious programs. The
main advantage of using these methods is the small memory fingerprint and
the small complexity of detection [2]. The drawback is that the extracted
features cannot discriminate very well in some cases between a malicious and
a benign application. Also, they can be easily modified by malware writers.
The automatic analysis systems are the complementary approach to the
above mentioned techniques. These systems use behavioral analysis and
behavioral detection. They overcome the drawback by covering the actual
behavior, which can be the same no matter what the structural properties of
the application executable are. But, the disadvantage with this approach is
the need of malicious behavior specifications and these specifications require
human driven analysis. Also they have to be kept up to date with respect of
the new threats. For instance in the model-checking approaches [3, 4], the
specifications are temporal logic formulae.

2

Specifications for Malicious Behaviors

We considered as starting point the abstract-based malware analysis framework proposed and described by Beaucamps et. al in [1]. This framework
requires, besides a specification for behavior, the abstraction of that behavior. The abstraction of a behavior is obtained by rewriting a low-level flow
information (words over the set of executable instructions or the set system
native calls) into a high-level flow information(words over an abstract set of
instructions). The specification of the behavior can be then expressed by a
language over the abstract set of rewritten symbols. We needed to extend
the framework to deal with weighted specifications.
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3

Automatic Extraction of Specifications

Due to the large number of malicious samples the automatic extraction
requires a probabilistic approach. The aim is to find a generic model for
malicious behaviors from a data set of samples from which the specifications
can be extracted. We use in our proposed method large data sets extracted
from both malicious and benign files. This method has the following steps:
• Learning abstraction of malicious behavior. We use statistical analysis
to identify the subsequences from the low level flow information that
are likely to be malicious (they mainly appear in the data set of
malicious samples). The identified subsequences will be then used to
learn rewriting systems for abstraction.
• Generic model construction. In this step, we will compute the probabilistic model which shows how the abstract behaviors interact considering the entire data set from malicious samples.
• Specification extraction. The obtained generic model is then used
along with the actual sequences from malicious samples to extract a
specification. The previously computed probabilities will be used to
compute a threshold for the specification. The specification is a pair
of a weighted automaton which describes the interaction of abstract
behaviors and a threshold weight which triggers the detection.
The obtained specifications can then be used with the extended framework
to detected malicious applications.
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of Possible Malware Applications
Vlad CRĂCIUN
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execution, taint analysis

1

Introduction

Static and dynamic program analysis are two basic mechanisms extensively
used by analysts to identify possible application issues or unwanted execution
behaviors. If the two techniques are used by a couple of developers (working
on big projects) by the mean of profiling tools and model-checkers to make
their code better, lots of malware analysts push the limits of them into
automated analysis tools to better identify and remove malicious behaviors.
A lot of effort in this direction is materialized in a couple of analysis
frameworks or research ideas. As concluded until now, static and dynamic
analysis should work together and complete each other for the best results.
A program analysis tool should use static analysis to make conclusions only
judging by the source code and will not provide the benefits of an execution
(e.g., unpacking, deobfuscation, decryption), while dynamic analysis will get
the best of an execution trace, but will certainly miss some other ingredients
(for example, other execution paths). This difference of the two mechanisms
is the premise for using intermediate languages.

2

Related Work

Up until now, researchers proposed a couple of frameworks and tools to
provide details and insights related to application behaviors. In [1], Andreas
Moser et al. propose an analysis platform on top of Qemu. The applications
are executed in an emulated environment and taint analysis along with a
couple of heuristics, to explore multiple execution paths to create behavioral
profiles based on system calls. Another analysis engine, proposed by Dawn
Song et al. in [2], combines the emulation found in Qemu with static analysis
of a custom designed intermediate language to ease the overall procedure
of binary analysis. The mix of static and dynamic analysis is also found
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in [3], which also uses Qemu, but focuses more on symbolic execution and
its benefits over binary applications. Another tool, described in [4], relies
mostly on intermediate language design to create malware signatures based
on control flow graphs. There are also attempts to replace the emulation
with virtualization – in [5], we found described a customized virtual machine
which instruments an entire operating system.

3

Research Directions

K-Framework brings closer to the analysts the benefits of mixing static and
dynamic analysis, by the means of an executable semantics. The purpose of
the current research is to design an automated program analysis engine, on
top of K-Framework, based on a couple of intermediate languages, which must
act as a back-end for static analysis, while the executable semantics should
equate the benefits of emulation. One intermediate language was created
based on the theoretical specifications found in [6]. Another language should
act as a support for informational exchange between a binary application and
an operating system environment. Taint analysis and symbolic execution will
finally provide a way to extract behavioral profiles which could be further
clustered and filtered by other engines.

4

Conclusions

Automating static and dynamic analysis of binary applications could help
developers and malware analysts to minimize their time spent with interest
points of a program flow. The result of analysis can provide insight over the
control flow, data flow and application behavior inside an emulated execution
environment. Most of the basic blocks must be created from scratch, as the
previous efforts only (partially) describe them from a theoretical point of
view, or the results are too old or not available anymore.
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1

Introduction

Content-based routing (CBR) is a flexible and powerful paradigm for scalable
communication among distributed processes [3]. It decouples data producers
from consumers, and dynamically routes messages based on their content.
One of the major reasons for the lack of general adoption can be tracked
down to privacy concerns. Indeed, CBR requires router components to filter
messages by matching their content against a (potentially large) collection
of subscriptions, which is a threat to privacy.
In order to combine both security and performance, one can resort to
hardware-based secure execution environments. In particular, processors
built using Intel’s new Skylake microarchitecture support a new extension
set, called software guard extensions (SGX) [1], that allows users to execute
cryptographically-signed applications in a secure enclave that is shielded
from other code running on the same processor. Data is encrypted while
outside the enclave, but can be processed in plaintext form inside it.
Such features, however, come with performance costs. Whenever protected data is not found in the processor’s cache, data must be fetched
from system memory, decrypted and checked for integrity and freshness.
Besides, the protected memory amount is limited. Surpassing it brings the
need of swapping memory pages between trusted an untrusted areas, which
is serviced by the operating system and causes even higher performance
overhead.
In this work, we introduce an original secure CBR architecture that
combines operations on encrypted data outside enclaves, and efficient matching of publications and subscriptions inside enclaves. We conduct in-depth
evaluation on a real implementation with several workloads to observe the
sources of performance overheads and the various trade-offs of SGX, and we
provide comparative results against plaintext (insecure) matching, as well as
an ASPE-based [2] alternative.
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2

Architecture and Evaluation

As part of our extensive experiments, we tested the system with nine different
workloads and analyzed the influence of cache misses and page faults on
the code running within secure enclaves. While both events introduce
some overhead (as compared to insecure matching outside the enclave),
performance degrades much more heavily with the latter, which occurs when
exceeding the available amount of protected memory. We also compared
the performance of SGX against the software-based ASPE alternative and
observed that SGX performs systematically better as long as memory usage
is kept below 90 MB.

3

Conclusion

Our encouraging results open the way for further research on efficient matching algorithms specifically designed to operate with a small memory footprint.
As future work, we intend to explore the possibilities of efficiently use the
enclave border and the memory hierarchy.
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1

Context

Cloud computing provides the means to benefit from cost-saving effects
through economy of scale. However, due to privacy concerns, the adoption
rate in Europe is trailing that of the US.
With Intel Software Guard Extensions (SGX) [1, 4], the confidentiality
and integrity of data and executable code within so-called enclaves can be
preserved even if they are located on systems under foreign control such as
a cloud computing node.
Previous approaches using SGX to secure cloud computing demonstrated
a trade-off between a large trusted computing base (TCB) and high migration
effort. Several papers [3, 5] propose to secure individual applications by
separating their code-base into security-critical and non-critical parts and
protect only the critical part. This yields small TCBs, but requires laborious
manual migration for each application. Baumann et al. [2], on the other
hand, protect unmodified legacy applications. As those applications make
use of operation system (OS) services, they are bundled with a secure library
OS. This, however, increases the TCB by about 209 MB and therefore the
probability of exploitable vulnerabilities.

2

Solution

Using the services of the untrusted OS, but protecting the data handed
to those services, provides legacy compatibility with an only moderately
increased TCB. The aim of our research is to investigate how this approach
can be used to secure Linux applications with SGX in a cloud environment.
This is challenging due to the number and diversity of the services (standard
streams, file system, network, IPC, etc.) exposed by the Linux kernel.
Furthermore, coping with the automatic managed cloud environment requires
additional effort. We have to ensure that a started application was not
tampered with before it was protected in a SGX enclave and to provide
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confidential configuration options to it. This has to be implemented in a
way compatible with the automatic scaling strategies carried out by the
untrusted cloud infrastructure.
Our current prototype system transparently protects the file system
service by intercepting the applications requests and encrypting or integrity
protecting the embedded file content before issuing the requests to the
untrusted OS. Moreover, it provides the foundation to securely invoke the
protected application and to provide confidential configuration options. The
prototype increases the TCB of the protected application by only about
500 KB.
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1

Introduction

The most popular programming languages, such as C++ or Java, have
libraries and data structures designed to automatically address concurrency
hazards in order to run on multi-core environments. This trend has also
been adopted in the memory management domain. However, automatic
concurrent memory management also comes at a price, sometimes leading
to noticeable overhead [3]. We experiment with C++ smart pointers and
their memory management technique based on reference counting. We study
how we can use hardware transactional memory (HTM) [1, 2] to avoid costly
and sometimes unnecessary atomic operations. Our results suggest that
replacing the counting strategy with HTM improves application performance
with up to 50% for concurrent data structures traversal.

2

Transactional Pointers

We call transactional pointer a C++ smart pointer that protects an object
with a hardware transaction and does not modify its reference count. The
goal is to avoid the execution of undesired atomic operations on the shared
reference counter. In case of hazardous accesses to the object, the transaction
aborts and a safe path is chosen. We defined a constructor that initializes
the reference count to 0 and tries to start a hardware transaction. Inside
the transaction, we read a shared field of the transactional pointer (the field
is added to the read-set of the transaction). Any other thread that tries to
modify this field will cause an abort. In case of abort, a fallback path is
followed, corresponding to the original implementation of the smart pointers.
In the destructor, we check if there is a transaction running: if yes, the
transaction commits; otherwise, the object is destroyed.
Further on, we modified the algorithm to support batching. More specifically, multiple transactional pointers can be added to an already started
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Figure 1: Execution time per operation for a concurrent queue implemented
with smart pointers and transactional pointers (batching enabled in 1(b)).
transaction, without having their reference count modified and without
starting a transaction on their own. This is particularly convenient for
applications using well-delimited groups of pointers, such as some operations
on classical data structures.

3

Evaluation

We implemented a concurrent queue to showcase the possible performance
improvement of transactional pointers over the original implementation of
C++ smart pointers. We populated the queue with elements and applied
update and lookup operations by a given ratio. We tested on a 4-core Intel
Haswell machine, with 106 operations. We obtained up to 30% improvement
on a read-write workload (20% insert, 20% delete, 60% lookup) and up to
50% on a read-only workload (100% lookup) with batching (Figure 1).
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1

Introduction

Energy efficiency of data centers and clouds has become a major concern.
While going green is from the users’ and operators’ perspective often done voluntarily or for economic benefits, today’s systems reach physical limitations
– the so-called “power wall” – that enforce focusing on energy-efficiency.
Usually, work on improving energy efficiency is limited to isolated strategies. For instance, on a data center level, power consumption is reduced by
adaptively shutting down nodes; on a single system level, power consumption
is reduced by providing more efficient hardware or runtime support and
by dynamically adapting the CPU frequency using dynamic voltage and
frequency scaling (DVFS). While these approaches are effective per se, we
believe that software and hardware have to be considered together to best
enable energy-efficient resource usage. In general, the energy consumption E
of an application relates to its power consumption P and its execution time
T (E = P ·T ). Hence, to reduce energy consumption, one can either radically
(1) reduce the power consumption (usually at the cost of execution time) or
(2) reduce the execution time (usually at the cost of power consumption).

2

Our Research

CPU frequency has a major impact on power consumption. We therefore
exploit the CPU frequency scaling features of Linux where possible and use
predefined “governors”. To reduce the execution time, a possible way is
to exploit all available hardware resources, e.g., graphical processing units
(GPUs). Programming applications that run both on CPUs and GPUs is a
challenging task as parts of a program might be better targeted at a CPU,
while other parts are data parallelizable and run more efficiently on GPUs.
As it might be necessary to provide two versions of the same application
(e.g., CUDA/C++), we focus our contributions especially on programmable
solutions for heterogeneous applications.
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As a basis we rely on the actor model [2]. The model offers a high
degree of isolation between its main entities, called actors. Actors enable
seamless interoperability between heterogeneous components, allowing us to
differentiate between actors running on a CPU or GPU and consequently
support heterogeneous actors.
We investigate several strategies for implementing heterogeneous actors focusing on iterative applications. We start from a manually crafted
and optimized implementation, in which an actor running in Scala calls
the CUDA/GPU code written in C/C++ using the Java native interface
(JNI). Later, we propose to decouple this design by using message-oriented
middleware.
Another solution is to use a domain-specific language (DSL) for generating
both CPU and GPU code. Frameworks such as Delite [1], which provide
automatic code generation, expect the entire application to be written with
the DSL and executed by the provided runtime. With actors, it is desirable
to be able to decide on a fine-grained level whether a task, encapsulated in
an actor, should execute on a CPU or on the GPU. Therefore, we adapt the
actor model by introducing heterogeneous actors, which can be programmed
using Delite DSLs.
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1

Introduction

Traditionally, the semantics of programming languages are described only
informally, usually in the form of English text, and only the syntax was
formally defined (given in terms of a context-free grammar). Obviously, the
semantics of the programming language also needs to be formally specified.
The semantics is needed in order to be able to reason formally about programs
written in the language.
The K framework is such a toolset for defining, experimenting with,
verifying and debugging programming language semantics. The K framework
was designed both for the advanced user who wants to define complex
languages such as C [1] or JavaScript [2] as well as for the beginner who
is studying programming languages [3]. For the latter use case (a student
enrolled in a programming languages course), one of the crucial features of
the K framework is the ability to write semantic rules using the concrete
syntax of the programming language instead of the abstract syntax. This
allows students to more easily grasp the semantics and “see” directly how
the semantics works.
In the K framework, the definition of a programming language is written
as a set of modules. Each module can contain language syntax or semantics
declarations; the two components can be arbitrarily interleaved. For example,
consider the following module:
module EXAMPLE
syntax Exp ::= Id | Int
| Exp "+" Exp [left]
rule I1:Int + I2:Int => I1 +Int I2
endmodule
It contains a syntax declaration and a semantic rule. The syntax declaration
introduces a sort Exp (for “expression”) that is either an identifier (Id), an
integer (Int) or an expression followed by the plus sign ("+") followed by
another expression. The last production is declared to be left associative.
The second part of the module contains a semantic rule which is part
of the semantics of the language. It says that an expression of the form
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I1:Int + I2:Int is rewritten during program execution into I1 +Int I2.
In this rule, I1 and I2 are declared to be variables of sort Int. What is
interesting to see is that the construction I1:Int + I2:Int is written in
the concrete syntax of the object language (the language being defined in
the K framework); this syntax has been just introduced by the declaration
of Exp.
The rule mixes the syntax of K with the concrete syntax of the language
and it states that, in the defined language, when both non-terminals (I1
and I2) in the third production of the non-terminal Exp are integers, then
the production is transformed into the integer I1 +Int I2. This rule looks
better and is easier to understand and write because it uses the concrete
syntax (I1:Int + I2:Int) instead of abstract syntax (say plus(I1:Int,
I2:Int), where plus would be the name of the production).

2

Our Research

In order to support using the concrete definition in the semantic rules, a new
parsing technology needs to be developed. While the addition example above
may not seem particularly impressive, note that arbitrary language constructs – such as functions, function calls, for/while loops, array/class/type
declarations, statement sequencing, etc. – also need to be supported.
This research involved the development of new ways of parsing and
disambiguating ambiguous definitions. The technique relies on a two-stage
scannerless generalized parser for first parsing the syntax declarations and
then the parsing of the semantic rules. The second stage is the most complex,
since the concrete syntax of the object language can be freely mixed with
the syntax of K itself. This generates a significant number of ambiguities,
some of which cannot be handled by the scannerless generalized parser and
for which we needed additional infrastructure.
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1

Preamble

In the world of data centers, providers rely on virtualization and mutualisation to run applications and services, offering a better price to their
customers by optimizing available resources and reducing costs. Efficient
mapping of VMs (or containers) is non-trivial as far it has to take ressources
requirements of the VM to make it match with available resources. And so
far, properties and requirements of VMs are often not known and must be
learned at runtime.
We propose a novel scheduler for VM placement and migration inspired by
principles of generational garbage collection [1], where a group of machines,
the young generation, hosts firstly new VMs to learn their workload. Once
their properties and requirements are understood by monitoring, they are
migrated on another group of machines, the old generation. This placement is
done according to resource-aware policies, in order to pack VMs on machines
in the most efficient way.

2

Workload Balancing

Given that VMs have different workload properties (e.g., CPU, memory, or
bandwidth), we need to place them on physical nodes such that we can load
each machine as much as possible. Hence, the basic idea is to always keep
the utilisation ratio of resources of the machine at the same level. In parallel,
placement must be done in such a way that power usage is minimized.

3

Load Variations

Load patterns vary over time, notably between day and night. Hence, some
nodes might be shut down at times to save resources and energy. We will
therefore have some “always-on” and some “on-off” nodes.
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4

VM Lifecycle

Before being able to place a VM to the best location, we need to know
its resource usage. Furthermore, we need to focus on long-lived VMs, as
short-lives VMs might not be a worthwhile target for optimization.
We can streamline the scheduling process by having VMs go through a
sequence of phases and migrations, during which we will determine these
three properties:
• If a VM is short-lived or long-lived.
• Its resource usage with respect to the various metrics.
• Its power consumption on the different type of hardware nodes.
These phases can be compared to the different generations of a garbage
collector (see [1]):
• VMs go to a “youg generation” pool where they are under observation
and we can see which ones survive, i.e. is still alive after few minutes.
This nursery mainly consists of “on-off” nodes to make them easier to
shut down, as they only host VMs for short durations.
• VMs that survive long enough get migrated to the “old generation” pool
composed mostly of “always-on” nodes. At this stage, the scheduler
will find the best place where to migrate nodes to, taking into account
the objective of balancing load and minimizing power consumption.
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1

Preamble and Context

Cloud-based storage services such as Dropbox, Google Drive and OneDrive
are increasingly popular for storing enterprise data, and they have already
become the de facto choice for cloud-based backup of hundreds of millions
of regular users. Drawn by the wide range of services they provide, no
upfront costs and 24/7 availability across all personal devices, customers
are well-aware of the benefits that these solutions can bring. However, most
users tend to forget – or, worse, ignore – some of the main drawbacks of
such cloud-based services, namely in terms of privacy.
Indeed as soon as the data enters the cloud providers service perimeter,
the client essentially surrenders control over it, which is highly undesirable.
In fact, the control over personal data is among the major concerns of
individuals and organizations.
A recent report [1] carried with European citizens shows that 67% of the
population is concerned by the information they disclosed online (voluntarily
or not), and only 15% think to be in control of their own data. Data
entrusted to these providers can be leaked by hackers, disclosed upon request
from a governmental agency’s subpoena, or even accessed directly by the
storage providers (e.g., for commercial benefits).
While various solutions exists to prevent or alleviate these problems,
they typically require direct intervention from the clients, like encrypting
their data before storing it, and reduce the benefits provided such as easily
sharing data between users.

2

Our Research

In a practical experience report submitted to SRDS 2016, we studied combinations of different security mechanisms that can be used atop standard
cloud-based storage services. In that paper, we presented the details of our
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evaluation testbed and discussed the design choices that have driven its
implementation.
Also, we evaluated whether the several techniques with varying security
guarantees correspond to the user-assigned security and privacy criteria. Our
results revealed the various trade-offs of the different techniques by means
of realistic workloads on top of industry-grade storage services.
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1

Context

Identity-based Encryption (IBE) had been proposed by Adi Shamir in 1984 [4]
in order to overcome some problems with PKI (Public Key Infrastructure)
such as the difficulty in retrieving keys, and certificate processing complexity.
After a quite long period of time, in 2001, practical IBE schemes have
been proposed [1], based on bilinear maps and lattices. Another variant
of IBE schemes was proposed by Cocks [3]. It was based on the quadratic
residuosity assumption that modulo is a semiprime. This scheme is both
fast and elegant; the main problem is the cryptotext expansion. It encrypts
one bit at a time by 2 · log2 n bits of cipher-text per bit of plain-text.
Boneh, Gentry and Hamburg [2] improved Cocks’ scheme by an innovative
idea, obtaining a space efficient scheme that encrypts a string of bits using
random generated numbers, computing their Jacoby symbols and multiplying
each of them with the corresponding bit of plain-text.
We define now some useful notations:
• QRn = {t ∈ Z∗n |∃x : t ≡ x2 mod n}
• the set of quadratic residues mod n, QN Rn = Z∗n − QRn
• the set of quadratic non-residues mod n; Jn = {t ∈ Z∗n |
• the set of Jacoby symbols with the value 1.

t
n



= 1}

Suppose n is a positive integer and a is an integer. If gcd(a, n) = 1, then
a is called quadratic residue mod n if the congruence x2 ≡ a mod n has a
solution in Z∗n . Otherwise a is called quadratic non-residue mod n.
It is easy to decide if a ∈ QRn when n is prime or if n is composite and
we know the factorization but, given a ∈ Z∗n , there is no efficient algorithm
known to decide if a is a quadratic residue or not, without knowing the
factorization of n, when n is a composite integer.
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2

BGH Scheme

The main ideea of BGH scheme in obtaining the Jacoby symbols used in
Encryption and Decryption algorithms is that starting from the congruence
ax2 + Sy 2 ≡ 1 mod n, any solution to this congruential equation can lead to
two associated polynomials, f (r) and g(s) (for details, consult [2] and [6]).
One of them is used to encrypt a bit from the stream while the other one is
used to descrypt the corresponding bit from the cipher-text.
Relating to the newest results [6], maybe the only IBE schemes based on
QRA that remain secure are Cocks and BGH’s [2] schemes.

3

Conclusions

In IBE field, there is an increasing interest on finding efficient schemes, both
time and space, while the schemes remain secure. As it is said in [5], a very
interesting question related to QRs is if there exist any method to use high
order Jacobi symbols in order to encrypt more than one bit at a time. The
second BGH scheme – Anon IBE scheme – remains the only IBE scheme
based on QRA which is anonymous.
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1

Introduction

Identity-based cryptography was proposed in 1984 by Adi Shamir [3] who
formulated its basic principles, but he was unable to provide a solution to it,
except for an identity-based signature scheme. In 2001, Cocks [2] has proposed one of the first identity-based encryption (IBE) schemes. The scheme
is based on quadratic residues and is quite fast, but its main disadvantage is
the ciphertext expansion.
An IBE consists of four probabilistic polynomial-time algorithms: Setup,
KeyGen, Encrypt, and Decrypt. The first one takes as input a security
parameter and outputs the system public parameters together with a master
key. The Key-Gen algorithm takes as input an identity ID together with the
public parameters and the master key and outputs a private key associated
to ID. The Encrypt algorithm, starting with a message m, an identity
ID and the public parameters, encrypts m into some cypherthext c (the
encryption key is ID or some binary string derived from ID). The last
algorithm decrypts c into m by using the private key associated to ID.
A standard scenario on using IBE is as follows. Whenever Alice wants to
send a message m to Bob, she encrypts m by using Bob’s identity ID(B). In
order to decrypt the message received from Alice, Bob asks the Private-Key
Generator to deliver him the private key associated to ID(B).

2

Boneh-Gentry-Hamburg’s IBE Scheme

In [1], Boneh, Gentry, and Hamburg proposed another two IBE schemes
related to Cocks’ scheme, with short ciphertexts. The first scheme, named
BasicIBE, is IND-ID-CPA secure in the random oracle model under the QR
assumption, while the second one, named AnonIBE, is ANON-IND-ID-CPA
secure in the standard model under the interactive QR assumption. Both
security results are obtained by providing upper bounds on the advantage
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of an efficient adversary against the corresponding IBE scheme. In [4], we
simplified these schemes, denoted BasicIBE 0 and AnonIBE 0 , and managed
to improve the upper bounds in the random oracle model.
Theorem 2.1 For any efficient IND-ID-CPA/ANON-IND-ID-CPA adversary A against the BasicIBE 0 /AnonIBE 0 scheme, there exists an efficient
algorithm B, whose running time is about the same as that of A, such that
IBEAdvA (λ) ≤ QRAdvB,RSAgen (λ),
provided that h is modeled as a random oracle and the QR assumption holds
for RSAgen.
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